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What is forced labor? 
“situations in which persons are coerced to work through 
the use of violence or intimidation, or by more subtle 
means such as accumulated debt, retention of identity 
papers, or threats of denunciation to immigration 
authorities”(ILO 2014)

In 2016: 1.8 million victims of forced labor in agriculture, 
fishing, forestry (ILO and Walk Free Foundation 2017)

SDG 8.7: “Take immediate and effective measures to 
eradicate forced labour, end modern slavery and human 
trafficking…”



Objective
Assess the risk of forced labor associated with fruits and vegetables consumed in 

the US by compiling distinct datasets and developing a new forced labor risk 
scoring method

Blackstone, N.T., Benoit Norris, C,. Robbins, T., Jackson, B., & Decker Sparks, J.L. (2021). Risk of forced labour
embedded in the U.S. fruit and vegetable supply. Nature Food. https://doi.org/10.1038/s43016-021-00339-0
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What is Social LCA (S-LCA)?

• Method to assess the potential 
social impacts of a product or 
service across its life cycle

• Combines some of the 
modeling capabilities of 
environmental LCA with social 
science methods

• Quantitative and qualitative data
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Social LCA approach

SOCIAL LCA
Stakeholder Category Subcategory Units

Workers Working 
conditions

Forced labor Medium risk 
hours eq.

ENVIROMENTAL LCA
Area of 
protection

Category Units

Ecosystem 
quality

Climate change kg CO2-eq

Natural 
resources 

Land use m2
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Very high

High

Medium

Low

Nitrous oxide

Methane

Carbon dioxide

CO2-eq

mrh-eq



Methods
Several steps and sources to compute risk:
• Supply and origin data 
• Labor intensity

• Hours worked/$1 of country-specific sector output
• Producer prices 

• Qualitative risk coding for each commodity-country 
combination

• Qualitative codes  quantitative scores 



Methods: 
qualitative 
risk coding

Blackstone et al. 2021, Nature Food



Methods: quantitative scoring
Applied characterization factors from the Social Hotspots Database to 
convert qualitative codes  quantitative risk scores 

Units: medium-risk hour equivalent (mrh-eq)

Very High Risk 
10 mrh eq. 

High Risk 
5 mrh eq. 

Medium Risk 
1 mrh eq. 

Low Risk 
0.01 mrh eq.



Figure 1: Weighted mean, maximum, and minimum estimated risk of forced labor per serving of fruits consumed in the US

(Blackstone et al., 2021, Nature Food)



Figure 2: Weighted mean, maximum, and minimum estimated risk of forced labor per serving of vegetables consumed in the US

(Blackstone et al., 2021, Nature Food)
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Figure 3: Top five commodities as proportion of total forced labor risk in the fruit and vegetable supplies

(Blackstone et al., 2021, Nature Food)

Includes wasted risk:

13% of fruit
12% of vegetables



Discussion

Risk identified in a broader set of fruits 
and vegetables than previously 
represented

• 85% qualitatively coded as high risk, 7% as 
very high risk

Importance of supply-level view
• Allows for targeted response by retailers
• Helps prevent displacement of risk
• Makes additional “cost” of food waste 

visible



Discussion

Companies: use for risk-based 
human rights due diligence

40% do not have public 
commitments (WBA 2021)

Consumers: demand produce 
with proven certifications, such 
as the Fair Food Program

Governments: invest in M&E, 
inform public procurement

Image: Fair Food Program



Limitations 

Labor intensity data only available at country-sector level (e.g., fruit 
and vegetable production in US)

Data gaps
• Absence of data ≠ absence of risk
• 57% of commodity-country combinations relied on Step 1 data…



Addressing data gaps
Expanding the risk dataset  |  Assessing data quality transparently

Image: croptracker.com



Expanding the risk dataset

F&V  all food commodities 

Investigative journalism search
• Initial search (n=86,116): completed
• First round screen (n=38,207): completed

Qualitative hand coding (n= 709): in process
• 2016-2019 inclusive
• Coding by two investigators; differences reconciled through 

discussion
• Covering 99 commodities



Blueberries example
Country Low Medium Very High Risk Level

United States 1 5 1 Medium

Argentina - 1 - Medium

Canada - 3 - Medium

Australia - 1 - Medium



Forced labor risk of blueberries
Sorted by data quality, risk level
Bubble size = % of supply (by mass)



Next Steps 

Expanding the analysis to the US food supply

Integration with upstream data for full supply chain risk

Assessing forced labor risk of dietary patterns
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LASTING vision

Identify tradeoffs

Evidence-based 

decision making 



Our team and support

Team
• Dr. Jess Sparks (Rights Lab)
• Dr. Nicole Tichenor Blackstone (Tufts)
• Dr. Edgar Rodriguez Huerta (Rights Lab)
• Dr. Bethany Jackson (Rights Lab)
• Dr. Catherine Benoit Norris (Amazon)
• Dr. Rebecca Boehm 
• Ms. Kyra Battaglia (Tufts)
• Ms. Erin Jackson (Tufts)
• Ms. Tali Robbins (Tufts)
• Ms. Ellen-Marie Bransfield (Tufts)

Funding
• Amazon Inc., LLC (unrestricted gift)
• Tufts University Springboard program
• Nottingham Research Fellowship



Q&A
Nicole Blackstone |  Nicole.Blackstone@tufts.edu

mailto:Nicole.Blackstone@tufts.edu


U.S. (0.93)

Mexico (0.07)

Very High

Medium

10 mrh-eq

1 mrh-eq

$0.85/serving
fresh 

strawberries

0.0096 
hours/$1 
produced

0.149 
hours/$1 
produced

0.084 mrh-eq/average 
serving

×
×

×
×

Origin country 
(supply 

proportion)
Risk code Impact 

assessment

Labor 
intensity

Price Risk per serving 
(weighted)

=

Bringing it together
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